We characterise all non-degenerate homomorphisms from the multiplicative semigroup of all 2 Â 2 matrices over an arbitrary ®eld to the semigroup of 3 Â 3 matrices over the same ®eld. In the case of a ®eld of real numbers every irreducible non-degenerate homomorphism is a conjugation of the symmetric square. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Let F be a ®eld and let M n F denote all n Â n matrices with entries in F. In this paper we study matrix semigroup homomorphisms u X M 2 F 3 M 3 F, i.e., multiplicative maps. One way to obtain a semigroup homomorphism u X M n F 3 M m F is to take a group homomorphism u H X qv n F 3 qv m F and trivially extend it to all matrices taking ue 0 for every A with det e 0. These trivial extensions are called degenerate and are known.
An example of non-degenerate semigroup homomorphism u X M n F 3 M n F is the identity and an example of semigroup homomorphism u X M 2 F 3 M 3 F is the symmetric square www.elsevier.com/locate/laa * E-mail: damjana.kokol@fmf.uni-lj.si where u 0 X M n F 3 M k F is semigroup homomorphism with u 0 0 0D u 0 s sD i P M mÀk F is idempotent nd P M m F is n invertile mtrixF rere either k or m À k my e HD iFeFD either u 0 e or i my e sentF
Proof. Since 0 and s are two commuting idempotents with 0s 0, u0 and us are also two commuting idempotents with u0us u0. So they have the form u0 0 k È s l È 0 mÀlÀk À1 and us s k È s l È 0 mÀlÀk À1 Y where 0 s Y s s P M s F and is an invertible matrix. For any matrix e P M n F the matrix ue commutes with u0 and us, so it has the form ue e 1 È e 2 È e 3 À1 X Since e0 0 and es e we have e 2 s l s l and e 3 0 mÀlÀk e 3 , so e 2 s l and e 3 0 mÀlÀk . Writing u 0 e X e 1 we obtain the asserted form, since u 0 is obviously a semigroup homomorphism. Ã
In the proof of our main result we need the following proposition which is proved in [2] . Proposition 1. vet F e field nd u X M 2 F 3 M 2 F semigroup homoE morphismD whih is nonEdegenerte nd hs the properties u0 0 nd us sF hen u hs the form
where f X F 3 F is field homomorphism nd P M 2 F is n invertile mtrixF
We will also need the following proposition, the proof of which is due to Radjavi.
Proposition 2. vet F e field nd u X M 2 F 3 F semigroup homomorphismF hen u hs the form
Proof. If u maps either everything to 0 or everything to 1, we take h 0 or h 1. If this is not the case, then u0 0 and us 1. [3] ). Homomorphism u maps every simple involution to 1 or À1. Since they are similar to each other they are all sent to 1 or all to À1. In either case ue 1 AE1 2 1. Ã
Main result
The main result of this paper is the following:
phismD whih is nonEdegenerte nd hs the properties u0 0 nd us sF sf char F T 2 then u hs one of the following formsX
where f X F 3 F is field homomorphismD g X F 3 F is semigroup homoE morphism with g0 0D g1 1 nd P M 3 F is n invertile mtrixD
where h X F 3 F is field homomorphism nd P M 3 F is n invertile mtrixF sf char F 2 then u hs one of the forms (a), (b) or
where h X F 3 F is field homomorphism nd P M 3 F is n invertile mtrixF Proof. Let us denote by i ij the matrix which has 1 in the ith row and the jth column, and 0 elsewhere. We will divide the proof in several steps. tep IF Without loss of generality we may assume that ui 12 i 13 and ui 21 i 31 . Then ui 11 i 11 and ui 22 i 33 .
roofF Matrix i 12 is nilpotent of order 2, so ui 12 must be nilpotent of order at most 2. Let us suppose that ui 12 0. If e P M 2 F is any noninvertible matrix, it has rank at most 1 and we can write it as e i 12 . So ue u ui 12 u 0 and u is degenerate. Thus ui 12 must be nonzero and we can write it as ui 12 xy T where xY y are two column vectors in F 3 and y T x 0. Similarly we obtain ui 21 uv T where v T u 0. Since i 12 i 21 i 12 i 12 , we have
With no loss of generality we may assume that y T u v T x 1. Let us choose a vector z P F 3 orthogonal to v and y, i.e., v T z y T z 0. Then fxY zY ug is a basis of F 3 . In this basis ui 12 has the matrix i 13 and ui 21 has the matrix i 31 . So without loss of generality we may assume that ui 12 i 13 and ui 21 i 31 . Then ui 11 ui 12 i 21 i 13 i 31 i 11 and similarly ui 22 i 33 .
tep PF us has the form f i 11 i 33 gi 22 where f Y g X F 3 F are semigroup homomorphisms with f 0 g0 0 and f 1 g1 1.
roofF Matrix s commutes with i 12 and i 21 , so us commutes with i 13 and i 31 and we obtain the asserted form.
tep QF Homomorphism u has the form
is an arbitrary matrix, we have i 11 uei 11 ui 11 ei 11 ui 11 usi 11 f i 11 Y so the element in the ®rst row and the ®rst column of ue must be f . Similarly we argue for the other corners. tep RF If e is upper-right (resp. upper-left, lower-right, lower-left) triangular, then ue is upper-right (resp. upper-left, lower-right, lower-left) triangular. If e is diagonal, then ue is diagonal.
roofF Let so the ®rst column of ue must be f Y 0Y 0 T and the last row must be 0Y 0Y f d. Thus ue is upper-right triangular. Similarly we prove the other cases.
tep SF If f T g for some P F, then
where f X F 3 F is a ®eld homomorphism, h X F 3 F is a semigroup homomorphism, so we are in the case (a) of the theorem. roofF Matrix s commutes with every e P M 2 F, so us f i 11 i 33 gi 22 commutes with ue. Since f T g, ue has the form
So homomorphism u is a direct sum of two semigroup homomorphisms
Now, f is a ®eld homomorphism by Proposition 1 and sY Y Y d has the form hd À by Proposition 2. From now on we will assume that f g for every P F. So us f s. tep TF If det e 1, then det ue 1. Furthermore, f À1 1 and ui 12 À i 21 i 13 À i 22 i 31 X roofF Let u 1 X M 2 F 3 F be the semigroup homomorphism u 1 e det ue. By Proposition 2 it has the form u 1 e hdet e. So, if det e 1, then det ue 1. Now, det Às 1, so det uÀs f À1 3 1, thus f À1 1. By step 4 ui 12 À i 21 has the form i 13 ui 22 i 31 . By the determinant condition we obtain u À1.
From step 7 to step 14 we assume that char F T 2. Homomorphism u H has all the properties we have proved for u. So without loss of generality we may assume x 1 and thus y 2. (Actually we have multiplied the vector z from step 1 by a scalar, so we have chosen its length which was arbitrary in step 1.) 
Similarly we prove the other equation.
The case d 0 we have already proved in step 11. tep ISF If char F 2, then either
where h X F 3 F is a ®eld homomorphism, so we are in the cases (b), (c) or (a) of the theorem. roofF We do the same as in step 7 and obtain xy 2 0. If x T 0, we may assume with no loss of generality that x 1 and then y 0 2. Then everything is the same as in steps 8±14 and we obtain the ®rst possibility. If y T 0, then we may assume with no loss of generality that y 1 and then x 0 2. In this case all the matrices in steps 8±14 are just transposed and we obtain the second possibility. If both x and y are 0, we obtain 
Since f is additive by Proposition 1 and char F 2, we have
so h is additive as well. Ã
Corollaries
Matrix semigroup homomorphism u is reduile if the image of u has a nontrivial invariant subspace in common, otherwise it is irreduile. We say that u is ompletely reduile if every invariant subspace of the image of u has an invariant complement. Corollary 1. vet F e field with hr F T 2F ivery nonEdegenerte semigroup homomorphism u X M 2 F 3 M 3 F is ompletely reduileF Corollary 2. vet u X M 2 F 3 M 3 F e n irreduile nonEdegenerte semiE group homomorphismF hen hr F T 2 nd
where h X F 3 F is field homomorphism nd P M 3 F is n invertile mtrixF
If the ®eld F is the ®eld of real numbers R, then the only non-zero ®eld homomorphism of F is the identity (see [1, p. 57] ). This implies the following corollary. If the ®eld F is the ®eld of complex numbers C we may be interested only in continuous semigroup homomorphism u X M 2 F 3 M 3 F. Then semigroup or ®eld homomorphisms f Y gY h X F 3 F in the Theorem 1 must be continuous. The only continuous ®eld homomorphisms of C are the identity and conjugation (see [1, p. 52] ).
